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Popular types of GNNs
•GCN (Kipf & Welling, 2016) and subsequent works – utilize a proxy of the graph 
Laplacian as a spatial operator, followed by a 1 × 1 convolution. 

•GAT (Veličković et al., 2018) – learns a non-negative weighting function of the edges
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Why do we need to learn spatial operators?
•In CNNs, spatial operators are general (i.e., mixed signs) and can be:

• Shared across channels

• Per-channel (i.e., depth-wise convolutions)

• Mixed with channel-wise convolutions (e.g., fully connected convolutions)

•In GNNs, however, typically the scope of spatial operators is limited:

• GCNs and GATs employ non-negative operators shared across the channels.

• The spatial operator is limited to pairwise interactions (kernel of size 2).

•This is a gap that we aim to bridge using Graph Random Walks:
• Allowing to learn a wide spatial operator per-layer and per-channel.

• Learning a general (i.e., with mixed signs) convolution operator.



From fixed to variable spatial operators
•Given a path  yj = j0, … , jk−1 , the spatial operator of size 𝑘 is parameterized by a
vector 𝐬 ∈ ℝ𝑘 and defined as follows:
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•In practice, we will sample  multiple paths denoted by 𝒴j and average their responses:
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Constructing pathGCN
•Given the path convolution operator 𝐊𝒴 we define a pathGCN layer as:

𝐟(l+1) = σ(𝐖 𝑙 𝐊𝒴
𝑙
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where 𝜎 is an activation function and 𝐖 𝑙 is a 1 × 1 convolution operator.

•We can define three different types of pathGCN:

• Global pathGCN – parameterized by a shared, global vector 𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝑘.

• Per-layer pathGCN – learning a spatial filter per layer 𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝑘 .

• Depth-wise pathGCN – a spatial operator per layer and channel 𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝑐×𝑘 .

•Those variants are more similar to the ones found in CNNs (c.f., MobileNets), and offer 
a rich bank of spatial operators, compared to using the standard ෩𝑷 from GCNs.



Experiments



Semi-supervised node classification
•Our pathGCN improves with more layers and does not over-smooth.

•Both deterministic and stochastic implementations can be used for inference.



Fully-supervised node classification



Graph classification
•Our pathGCN is also useful for graph classification tasks.



Summary
•A new approach for learning the spatial operators of GNNs is proposed
• Based on graph random walks
• Obtain a general spatial operator (i.e., mixed signs operator) with a larger aperture.

•An extensive set of experiments is carried to verify the method, achieving new SOTA 
performance:
• Semi & Fully supervised node classification
• Inductive Learning on PPI 
• Graph classification
• Ablation study – variants of pathGCN & influence of kernel size and sampling density 

(see main paper)

•CNNs employ rich spatial operators with mixed signs and typically do not over-smooth –
we bridge this gap between CNNs and GNNs.
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